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Giuseppe Marino,

President of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce

Dear Members and Friends,

it is a must open the January Newsletter of

the Chamber with the news of the re-

election of the President Sergio Mattarella

to whom we send our best wishes for the

re-election as President of the Italian

Republic. He surely represent the most

authoritative personality to guide Italy in

this challenging and important time where

each country is contributing to bring

Europe, whose Parliament guided now by

the New President Roberta Metsola, after

the sad passing away of David Sassoli, to

the Next Generation thank also to the

important financial support represented

by the NPRRs. January was also the month

of the arrival of the New Ambassador of

Italy to Cyprus H.E. Federica Ferrari Bravo

who I have the pleasure to welcome also

as New Honorary President of Chamber,

sending on behalf of the Chamber our

congratulations and wishes for the new

appointment. The season of Smart Talks

started with the presence of Vincenzo

Ercole Salazar Sarfield, Head of Italian

Infrastructure of Italian MFA and Ance at

the exclusive session focused on the

business opportunities in the construction

sector in Cyprus and in the MED Area that

was the occasion to remark the interest of

the Italian Industry and also the integrated

support offered to the Italian companies

by the MFA, the Italian Trade Agency and

the Chamber of Commerce. To remark

the importance and the support of the

Chamber to the Economic Diplomacy we

will have the pleasure to host on 28th

February Irene Georgalla, Head of

Economic Diplomacy Unit of the Cyprus

MFA. Last but not least I would like to

remark the importance of Culture as driver

for the further develop of the relations

between the two countries and in this

regard it is a pleasure to announce the

support of the Chamber to the interesting

projects of Studio Gionata Rizzi for the

Archaeological Park of Nea, Paphos and

to the Cultural Association Leucò, for an

important exhibition that will involve

Cyprus and Sicily.

We are finalizing also the agenda of the

upcoming trade missions covering all the

sectors and in this regard our office is at

disposal for all the necessaries info.

Stay tuned and enjoy the reading!
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On Saturday 29th January, Sergio Mattarella

was re-elected President of the Italian

Republic. The thirteenth Head of State

obtained 759 votes on the eighth ballot, far

exceeding the required quorum of 505 and

also his own votes (665 out of 995) obtained

in the first election on the fourth ballot on 31st

January 2015.

Before Mattarella, who stands as the second

most voted President in Italian history after

Sandro Pertini (832), only Giorgio Napolitano

had repeated his seven-year term in 2013.

The President will take an oath on 3rd

February 2022 at 15:30. The 1009 electors (321

senators, 630 deputies and 58 regional

delegates) welcomed the results of the ballot

with a very long applause.

Several months before the end of his seven-

year term, Sergio Mattarella had already

expressed his wish not to be re-elected, but,

given the difficulty in finding a shared

institutional figure to hold the office, he

accepted the parliamentarians' requests to

retract his decision.

In his brief message to the nation, after

expressing his institutional thanks, he stated

that the difficult days spent in the election to

the Presidency of the Republic, during the

serious emergency that we are still going

through on the health, economic and social

fronts, call for a sense of responsibility and

respect for the decisions of Parliament. These

conditions require to do not shirk the duties

we are called upon to perform and must

naturally prevail over other considerations

and different personal perspectives, with the

commitment to interpreting the expectations

and hopes of our fellow citizens.

The profile of the Italian President is well

known: Palermo-born, lawyer, judge, brother

of Piersanti Mattarella, President of the Sicilian

Region killed by the mafia in 1980, a staunch

defender of the Constitution, pro-European,

he was a professor of Constitutional and

Parliamentary Law, author of numerous

publications, and during his long career he

was Minister for Relations with Parliament,

Minister of Education, Vice-President of the

Council, Minister of Defense and judge of the

Constitutional Court. A high-profile figure, he

has demonstrated, in the face of government

crises and, most recently, with the pandemic,

his role not only of representation but of

careful and wise guidance, untangling

himself from the difficulties that beset the

country.

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber

of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino, expressed

great satisfaction at the confirmation of

Sergio Mattarella as Head of State. "We are

happy for the acceptance of the

appointment by the President for the high

sense of duty and responsibility that have

always distinguished him. Mattarella's prestige

and authority are a guarantee of continuity

and stability, and will reinforce the trust of

citizens and our companies in Italy and

abroad". Mattarella-bis represents the

national unity that is necessary to carry

forward Italy's major projects for economic

recovery and to realise the European

commitments linked to the NPRR. The

excellent relations between Italy and Cyprus

were reconfirmed on 27th October 2021, on

the occasion of the presentation to President

Mattarella of the letter of credentials by the

new Cypriot Ambassador to Italy, H.E. Yiorgos

Christofides, and cooperation commitments

were renewed between the two countries

with the aim of achieving economic

development and cooperation in the

Mediterranean in areas of mutual interest.

H.E. Nicos Anastasiades, President of the

Republic of Cyprus, expressed in a tweet his

congratulations for the re-election of

President Mattarella "I look forward -he wrote-

to working together to further improve our

cooperation, as Mediterranean and European

partners, at bilateral, European and

international level".

The Chamber of Commerce confirms its

commitment aimed at strengthening the

relations between the two countries and

wishes President Mattarella a profitable

seven-year term.

Italy Re-Elects Sergio Mattarella 
President of the Republic.
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“È un giorno triste per l'Europa. Oggi la nostra

Unione perde un convinto europeista, un

sincero democratico, e un uomo buono.

Today is a sad day for Europe. Our Union

loses a passionate European, a sincere

democrat and a good man. David Sassoli

was a man of deep faith and strong

convictions.” With this words, President of the

European Commission Ursula von der Leyen

expresses her condolences in the statement

on the passing of David Sassoli, President of

the European Parliament, occurred on 11th

January 2022.

The President of the European Council

Charles Michel affirmed in his speech at the

ceremony in honour of David Sassoli, “It is

with this address to you, dear David, that all

speeches from this podium have begun for

the past two and a half years. In this temple

of European democracy, where you

displayed your intelligence, your vitality, for

15 years. And as we speak to you again this

evening, we all very much wish that you

could be here with us. As President of the

European Parliament, you naturally inspired

respect. But it was about more than your

position. It was respect for you as a person.

Warm, straightforward, authentic, smiling,

and firm when it was necessary to control the

meeting.”

The State Funeral, held in the Basilica di Santa

Maria degli Angeli e dei Martiri in Rome on

14th January, was attended by the highest

public burdens, among which the Italian

Prime Minister Mario Draghi, the President of

the Republic Sergio Mattarella, the President

of House of Representatives of the Republic of

Cyprus Annita Demetriou, and the highest

European Union Representatives Ursula von

der Leyen, Charles Michel and Roberta

Metsola, Vice President of the European

Parliament.

And it was Roberta Metsola (EPP, MT) who was

elected on Tuesday, 18th January, as new

President of the European Parliament until

2024, receiving an absolute majority of 458

votes out of 690 cast in the remote secret

vote, among three candidates.

Born in Malta in 1979, Roberta Metsola is the

youngest EP President ever elected. She

became First Vice-President in November

2020, and she is the third female President of

the European Parliament. Addressing the

House immediately after she was elected,

President Metsola said: “The first thing I would

like to do as President is to think about David

Sassoli’s legacy: he was a fighter; he fought

for Europe and for us, for this Parliament. I will

honour David Sassoli as President by always

standing up for Europe, for our common

values of democracy, dignity, justice,

solidarity, equality, the rule of law, and

fundamental rights”.

Roberta Metsola Succeded to Sassoli as President of the 
European Parliament.
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The Italian building infrastructure sector has

withstood the impact of the pandemic,

making our companies among the best in

the international field. According to

the ANCE report, the entire construction

sector experienced a minimal decline (-2.8%)

and over 200 Italian companies are among

the best in the world.

Our excellence in infrastructure construction

is a guarantee of development and

economic growth in the various sectors of

application, such as Energy, Health and

Biomedical, Construction, Tourism, Transport,
Design, Agri-Tech and Robotics.

Infrastructure, construction, engineering and

design, are the sectors that offer increasingly

interesting investment opportunities abroad.

On several occasions, it has been highlighted

how Italian entrepreneurial skills are a driving

force for recovery, thanks also to their

technologies and know-how, and offer

profitable opportunities for cooperation

within the Mediterranean Area, also

demonstrating the ability to plan using

remote working methods and digital tools.

Professionalism, combined with agreements

between bodies and institutions, has

contributed to the creation of synergies

between companies in the field of large-

scale works, as seen in the case of

infrastructure construction, also supported

by PNRRs funds, such as the Vassiliko Power

Station for Waste Energy and the EuroAsia

project for the Electricity Interconnection.

SMEs are supported in the path of

internationalisation and business

opportunities abroad, ranging from public

and private construction to the optimisation

of hotel and healthcare infrastructure, in

order to expand their markets.

OICE (Association of Engineering,

Architecture and Technical-Economic

Consultancy Organisations) confirmed Italy’s

leading role abroad, thanks to its resilience

and adaptability in the post-pandemic

recovery phase.

Italian construction companies have shown a

growing international projection, engaged in

92 countries on 5 continents in the realisation

of more than 800 works for a value of 82 billion

euro. In 2020, Europe has regained a larger

share of the market, accounting for 34.2%.

However, the dynamics of rapid economic

recovery in Asia and Africa are bringing

attention back to these emerging markets.

As for the sectors that offer the greatest

opportunities for design companies, the top

sectors are energy (69.5% of the

total), transport infrastructure (11%)

agriculture (6%) and construction and urban

planning (5%).

The position in foreign markets is consolidated

by the support provided to companies in the

design sector by public institutions, activities

that are part of the sector’s

broader internationalisation framework.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce,

which has always been focused to the various

business opportunities on the Italy-Cyprus axis,

on the occasion of the publication of

the monthly bulletin which collects the main

tenders of the Republic of Cyprus, this month

highlighted to the various member

companies of the Chamber interested in the

Construction & Projects sector the wide

opportunities for intervention in various sectors

of the construction industry which shows a

growing trend, such as the tender for the

The Excellence of Italian Construction 
in the World.
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Talk, which was held on Tuesday 18 at 14:30

ITA / 15:30 CY, hosted Mr. Vincenzo Ercole

Salazar Sarsfield, Global Head of Italian

Infrastructure Industry of the Ministry of Foreign

Affairs and International Cooperation and of

the National Association of Building

Contractors (ANCE) focusing on “Business

Opportunities in the Construction Sector for

Italian Companies in Cyprus and the

Mediterranean Area”.
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project and construction works at the

headquarters of the Department of Lands

and Surveys, worth € 21. 700,000.00, the

tender for the construction works of the

Astromeritis-Evrychos Motorway in the

amount of € 75,000,000.00 and the tender for

the construction works of the new Cyprus

Museum worth € 102,000,000.00. In order to

further explore the opportunities offered by

the construction sector, the January Smart
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Interview to Prof. Dr. Achilles C. Emilianides,
Authoritative Lawyer in Public Procurement.

Cypriot-related cases.

He has also represented other public

authorities, such as the Cyprus

Telecommunication Authority, the

Municipality of Nicosia, the Municipality of

Paphos, the Cyprus Open University etc.

Furthermore, he has participated in the

deliberations for, and drafted legal opinions

on, the harmonization of legislation, including

Law 104(I)/2010 on the co-ordination of

recourse procedures in the field of public

procurement, on behalf of the Cypriot Bar

Association.

Prof. Dr. Achilles C. Emilianides is also a

Professor and Dean of the School of Law of

the University of Nicosia. He has been elected

as a founding member and the first Secretary-

General of the national academy of Cyprus,

i.e. the Cyprus Academy of Science, Letters,

and Arts, as an ordinary member of the

European Academy of Sciences and Arts,

and as an elected representative to ALLEA

(All European Academies). His scientific work

has been taught in universities in Cyprus and

abroad and has been cited by Cypriot and

foreign courts. He has published more than 20

monographs and 100 scientific papers.

In his position as a valued member of the

Italian - Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

Prof. Dr. Achilles C. Emilianides has been a

practicing advocate for 20 years, with

professional experience in hearings before

the Supreme Court of Cyprus, District Courts

(Civil and Commercial cases; also, criminal

cases), Industrial Disputes Tribunals, Family

Courts, Rent Control Tribunals, the

Commission for the Protection of

Competition, the Tenders Review Authority,

the Registrar of Companies and the Registrar

of Trademarks, the Court of Justice of the

European Union, the European Court of

Human Rights, as well as arbitration tribunals,

including the London Court of International

Arbitration.

A significant number of the cases he has

handled have been published in the Cyprus

Law Reports and/or academic or

professional journals. He has also represented

the Republic of Cyprus in a number of cases

by authorization by the office of the Attorney-

General of the Republic, including in cases

about the protection in Cyprus of the

trademark rights of halloumi. In addition to

court work, Prof. Dr. Achilles C. Emilianides

has continued being active in consultancies

and extra-judicial work, acting as legal

advisor of a significant number of leading

Cypriot firms, as well as leading multinational

firms with respect to their Cypriot portfolio or

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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Most specific legislation, either primary or

secondary, refers to supplementary issues on

how the specific procedures are

administratively carried out by the

contracting authorities, the introduction of

different procedures for contracts falling

under the threshold, the introduction of the

Tender Review Authority as a first-instance

non-judicial redress system etc.

What is the prevailing type of procurement

procedure used by contracting authorities?

Contracting authorities typically use the open

procedure in contracts which exceed the

threshold. There is accordingly an open call

for competition where any interested

economic operator may submit a tender in

response to a call for competition. The call

typically includes all necessary information,

such as the technical requirements, minimum

requirements necessary for applicability, the

selection and award criteria, and a sample

contract to be concluded in case the

economic operator is successful.

What are the award criteria provided by the

relevant legislation? Is there any prevalence

of a criteria with reference to the sector?

The award criterion is always the most

economically advantageous offer.
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representing Emilianides & Katsaros Law Firm,

and as an expert of public procurement, we

asked him some specific questions regarding

this subject, with particular reference to the

infrastructure sector.

Prof. Emilianides we kindly ask you first of all

to give us an overview about the relevant

legislation regulating the award of public

contracts in Cyprus.

The main legislation regulating the award of

public contracts in Cyprus is Law 73(I)/16. This

effective harmonizes Directive 2014/24/EU in

the Cypriot legal order and ensures that the

award procedures are consistent with EU law.

A separate Law, Law 140(I)/16 has

harmonized Directive 2014/25/EU and

regulates public procurement in the water,

energy, transport, and postal services sectors.

Law 173(I)/11 has further harmonized

Directive 2009/81/EC for the award of certain

works, supply contracts, and service

contracts in the fields of defense and

security. The award of concession contracts is

governed by Law 11(I)/17 which has

harmonized Directive 2014/23/EU. The main

legislation is further supplemented by

secondary legislation which has been

enacted in order to regulate specific

administrative procedures in the field of

public procurement, as well as by general

legislation providing for the principles of

administrative law, and financial control and

audit. Judicial redress before the Tender

Review Authority is governed by Law

104(I)/10.

How does the local legislation supplement

the EU procurement directives or the

Agreement on Government Procurement

(GPA)?

Legislation harmonizing the Directives has

been quite literal, in the sense that the

Cypriot legislator has opted to follow closely

the text of the Directives rather than

introduce significant deviations.

Newsletter – January 2022
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procedure, they have the right to file a

recourse before the Tender Review Authority,

or alternatively before the Administrative

Court. The Tender Review Authority is a more

attractive option because it is simpler to issue

an interim order prohibiting the conclusion of

the contract with the successful tenderer, and

the process is completed within a brief

timeframe of a few months, whereas

Administrative Court procedures might take 2-

3 years. A party would still maintain the right

to file a further resource before the

Administrative Court if their recourse before

the Tender Review Authority proves

unsuccessful.

How does the system of warranties works and

how is it applied to foreign companies?

The terms of the call typically provide what

kind of warranties are needed to be supplied

by the economic operator. Depending on the

call, there is typically a guarantee

safeguarding that the economic operator will

not unilaterally withdraw the tender, and if

the public contract is signed, then a

performance guarantee is requested.

There are guarantee templates available in

each call which specify the specific

requirements needed, and EU companies

typically can comply with such requirements.

What is the adequate timing to prepare the

documentation and submitting a proposal?

Submitting a proposal requires preparation

and due diligence in order to avoid mistakes

which might lead to disqualification. It is

therefore prudent and strongly advisable for

economic operators to begin the process

soon after the call is published, so as to have

adequate time to request clarifications if

needed, and properly review their

documentation in advance of submission.
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Typically there is a two-tier system where

distinct percentages to the overall value of

the contract are allotted to: a) the price of

the tender, and b) its technical evaluation by

the technical committee of the contracting

authority. This ensures that tenders are

comparatively assessed both in so far as low

price, and technical excellence is

concerned. The cost element is therefore

significantly taken into account, but it is

weighted together with the technical merit of

the overall proposal. There is further a strict

separation between selection and award

criteria, in the sense that selection criteria are

a minimum threshold that the economic

operator needs to fulfil in order to proceed to

the stage of evaluation of their tender.

Selection criteria are not taken into account

again during the assessment of the technical

merit of the proposal.

Are contracts under a certain value excluded

from the scope of procurement law? What

are these threshold values?

No contracts are excluded from the scope of

procurement law. However, different

procedures apply depending on the value of

the contracts. For contracts below the

threshold of 50.00 euros for work contract

and supply contracts or 80.000 euros for

services (or below 850.000 euros for work

contracts aiming to cover needs outside the

Republic) the contracting authorities may

adopt summary close procedures. Other

thresholds might relate to the judicial redress

available, i.e. whether an economic

operator can apply before the Tender

Review Authority, or only before the

Administrative Court.

What is possible to do for a bidder excluded

from a tender procedure in terms of access to

the tender file and judicial procedure?

If   a   bidder   is   excluded from    a    tender
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How is your Firm organized to support

international companies in the specific field. Is

there a specialized department in your

organization?

Emilianides Katsaros has a specialized

department dealing with both the

preparation, consulting, and redress stage of

public procurement. The preparation and

consulting state is carried out by advising

international companies on the requirements

and/or reviewing documents, whereas the

redress stage takes place by filing resources

before either the Tender Review Authority or

the Administrative Court. So there is both a

prescriptive and redress stage available for

international companies interested to submit

tenders in Cypriot calls.
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The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

issue every month a tender bulletin

addressed to members and partners and also

provides orientation and initial support to the

members interested in participation in public

tenders. What do you believe the Chamber

can do further in its institutional role?

The initiative of the Chamber is very welcome

indeed since it is definitely important for more

Italian companies to have the opportunity to

be properly informed about the Cypriot calls

and be in a position to participate in them,

either on their own, or with local partners or

sub-contractors, depending on the case. I

consider that this can lead to further

initiatives such as potentially an informative

webinar or other similar activities.

Newsletter – January 2022

The Tender Bulletin of the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce is issued each month

and collects a list of tenders in the sector of

construction and projects, supplies and

services.

For more information about the Bulletin and

the special conditions of assistance for the

participation to the tenders offered to the

members of the Chamber, please write to

tenders@camcomitacipro.it
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On 12th January 2022, Italy, with the almost

unanimous consent of the Chamber of

Deputies, has ratified the Nicosia Convention,

the international treaty to prevent and

combat crimes against cultural property.

The Convention, signed in Nicosia on 19th

May 2017 by 13 countries (Armenia, Cyprus,

Greece, Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Mexico,

Montenegro, Portugal, Russia, San Marino,

Slovenia, Ukraine), ratified by Cyprus,

Greece, Hungary, Latvia, Mexico and Italy,

pursues the objective of promoting

international cooperation to combat crimes

that attack the world's cultural heritage and

is open to all States.

H.E. Dario Franceschini, the Italian Minister of

Culture, has expressed his satisfaction with

the result, saying that ratification reaffirms the

central role of culture for the country and

that the protection and safeguarding of

cultural heritage is a constitutive part of

Italian’s identity, hoping that the draft law on

increasing penalties for offences against

cultural heritage, which is currently being

examined by parliament, will soon reach a

proper conclusion.

Let us recall that Italy holds almost 70% of the

world's cultural heritage and had already

played a leading role in 2017, making a

competent and proactive contribution in

order to strengthen actions to prevent and

combat such crimes.

The Nicosia Convention replaces the previous

Delphi Convention (European Convention on

Offences relating to Cultural Property) of

June 1985, which never entered into force

due to a lack of ratifications. The two treaties

were based on different principles, with the

Delphi Convention focusing on common

responsibility, solidarity and prevention in the

protection of Europe's cultural heritage

against criminal activities, public awareness,

and the recovery of stolen goods with the

application of sanctions; whereas, the

Nicosia Convention is originated within the

Council of Europe with the collaboration of

several global organisations such as the

European Union, the International Institute for

the Unification of Private Law (UNIDROIT),

UNESCO and the United Nations Office on

Drugs and Crime Prevention (UNOD), and is

aimed at preventing and combating illicit

trafficking and destruction of cultural

property, also in the broader context of

countering terrorism and organised crime.

The Convention establishes a number of

offences, including theft (art. 3), illegal

excavations and removals (art. 4), illegal

import and export (art. 5 and 6), acquisition of

stolen movable property (art. 7) and

marketing of stolen property (art. 8), forgery

and alteration of documents (art. 9) and

malicious destruction of or damage to

cultural property, monuments, archaeological

sites (art. 10). An aggravating circumstance

of the offence, in addition to complicity

(art.11), is: a) if the offence is committed by

persons abusing the trust placed in them as

professionals; b) if it is committed by public

officials in charge of the preservation or

protection of cultural goods; c) if it is

committed within the framework of a criminal

organisation; d) if the perpetrator has a

previous record for the same offences.

Italy Ratifies the Nicosia Convention 
on Crimes against Cultural Property.
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Other legal means agreed upon by the

adhering States include: property databases,

import-export control procedures, execution

of letters rogatory, active and passive

extraditions, arrest and search warrants,

mutual legal assistance treaties, the

establishment of a central national authority

for the coordination of activities related to

the protection of cultural property, due

diligence for those involved in the trade in

cultural property, the conclusion of

agreements with internet service providers

and web vendors to cooperate in preventing

the trafficking of cultural property, and the

promotion of awareness campaigns.

States Parties will have to ensure the

implementation of effective and dissuasive

legislation, with adequate penalties in terms

of imprisonment and fines, that recognise the

specific criminal gravity of crimes committed

against cultural property.

The Nicosia Convention demonstrates the

importance of cooperation to protect the

identity values and historical and cultural

roots of each country.
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The island of Cyprus and Italy have always

been the cradles of civilisation in the

Mediterranean due to their geographical

position and historical and cultural traditions,

acting as a bridge between East and West

and promoting trade and cultural exchanges

over the centuries.

The picturesque island of Cyprus, according

to legend the birthplace of the goddess

Aphrodite, also reflects the diverse influences

of its neighbours in its art. Traces of the

intertwining of Roman, Greek and Egyptian

civilisations can be found in archaeological

finds, works of art, buildings and decorations

that can be admired on the island and in its

museums.

The passion for culture in its various

expressions and the awareness of the

importance of its dissemination has led to an

interesting collaboration between Italy and

Cyprus, which has resulted in the recently

concluded exhibition “Cyprus. Crossroads of

Civilisations”, held in the Sale Chiablese of

the Royal Museums of Turin.

The exhibition, consisting of over a thousand

finds, partly donated by collectors and the

result of archaeological excavations carried

out in Cyprus during the 19th century by the

Consul of the Kingdom of Sardinia, Marcello

Cerruti, and the brothers Alessandro and Luigi

Palma di Cesnola, has an international

range, enriched with pieces from foreign

institutions including the British Museum in

London, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in

New York, the Fitzwilliam Museum in

Cambridge, the Medelhavetmuseet in

Stockholm, the Kunsthistorisches Museum in

Vienna and the Cyprus Museum in Nicosia.

The exhibition, curated by Luca Bombardieri,

professor of Aegean Civilisations, and Elisa

Panero, curator of the archaeological

collections of the Royal Museums, was

conceived with the intention of tracing points

of contact between antiquity and our time,

starting with the recovery of a dialogue that

began about two centuries ago between

the Cypriot and Italian territories.

The exhibition has highlighted how, thanks to

the most modern archaeological research

techniques of recent decades, it has been

possible to bring to light artefacts symbolic of

Cypriot history and civilisation. Visitors could

admire stone and terracotta sculptures,

ceramics and alabasters, glass, metals,

jewellery, mirrors, epigraphs, seals and coins.

Interactive multimedia installations have

allowed for multi-sensory experiments, from

music, which brought back Mediterranean

sounds, to olfactory experiences that recalled

ancient fragrances dedicated to Aphrodite.

Thanks to the use of 3D reconstructions and

computer technology, it was possible to

appreciate archaeology even more through

touch.

The success of the exhibition in Turin, the result

of the collaboration between Italy and

Cyprus, has highlighted the significant

contribution of Italian know-how in recovery

and restoration techniques, and encourages

the search for new experiments.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

has always been attentive to cultural

awareness and supports activities aimed at

involving an international audience to explore

the origins of the common European identity,

such as the Path of St. Paul and Barnabas,

retraced by the Holy Pontifex during His visit to

Cyprus in December 2021, a symbol of union

between East and West.
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The Chamber actively participates in the

creation of new opportunities for encounters

by acting as a connector on the Italian-

Cypriot axis. "Culture acts as a driving force

for the development of the economy,

creates business opportunities between Italy

and Cyprus, - said the President of Chamber,

Giuseppe Marino - it involves many sectors

from transport to hotels, restaurants and

trade in general, as well as strengthening the

ties between our two countries".

The world of art, like that of archaeology,

generates work opportunities and

collaborations at various levels between

Italian and Cypriot companies.

This can be the case of the project

elaborated by Studio di Architettura Gionata

Rizzi, which has presented a plan for a

competition organised by the Getty Trust for

the Archaeological Park of Nea, in Paphos.

The Architecture Studio, if it wins the

competition, will select construction

companies and materials companies for the

realization of the project, in order to build

shelters designed to protect the site's

mosaics.
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The Chamber, after evaluating the prospects

and opportunities that may arise from the

implementation of this project, has embraced

this plan and was mentioned, among others

institutional bodies, as a supporting reference

for the selection of leading Italian and Cypriot

companies, with the aim of an increasing

synergy, also in the cultural sphere, between

Italian and Cypriot Institutions, Universities and

Companies.

Among other relevant initiatives supported by

the Chamber in the sector, there is the

interesting project carried out by Cultural

Association Leucò, from Syracuse, chaired by

Stefania Pennacchio.

The important exhibition that will involve

Cyprus and Sicily, will take place at the

NIMAC, Nicosia Municipal Arts Centre, under

the auspices of the Municipality of Syracuse,

the Department for Culture and Sicilian

Identity, Gerhard Rohlfs' Museum of the

Greek-Calabrian Language, Hellenic-

speaking Cultural Association 'Jalò tu vua‘,

the Orthodox Church of Italy and the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce.
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H.E. Federica Ferrari Bravo is the New Ambassador of 
Italy in Cyprus.

H.E. Federica Ferrari Bravo, born in Naples in

1966, assumed the duty of Ambassador of

Italy to Nicosia on 10th January 2022.

She graduated in Political Science at the

University of Rome, and her diplomatic

career began in 1992 at the Directorate

General for Economic Affairs.

In 1996 she was assigned to the Embassy of

Italy in Teheran and in 2000 she moved to

Lisbon. In 2003 she returned to the Farnesina

at the Directorate General for the

Mediterranean and Middle East Countries,

and then at the Directorate-General for

Cooperation Development. In 2007 she

served in the Division of Diplomatic Affairs of

the General Secretariat of the Presidency of

the Republic of Italy and in 2014 she became

Consul General of Italy in Istanbul.

She returned to Rome in 2016 and following

her appointment as Plenipotentiary Minister,

she served as Coordinator for the

relationships with Turkey at the

Directorate-General for the European Union.

From 2019, she was in charge as coordinator

for the organisational aspects of the Italian

presidency of the Central European Initiative.

In 2020 she served as Advisor of the Minister

for Education, University and Research and in

2021 returned to the General Inspectorate of

the Farnesina.

She is Commendatore of the Order of Merit of

the Italian Republic since 2013. At her

mandate as Ambassador of Italy to Nicosia

she affirmed that Cyprus is linked to Italy by a

solid friendship, by the common

Mediterranean vocation and by the

commitment to deepen the European

agenda. The Embassy will work to strengthen
dialogue in every area of bilateral relations.

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce

congratulates with H.E. Ferrari Bravo for her

appointment, and welcomes the new

Ambassador also as a new Honorary

President of the Chamber.
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On 3rd January 2022, the first Board of

Directors of the newly established Fondazione

Policlinico Universitario Campus Bio-Medico

took office. The Foundation has been

operational since 1 January, incorporating

also the University of Rome's Campus Bio-

Medico care unit.

Dr. Marco Ferlazzo, President and CEO of

C.O.T. Srl, Istituto Clinico Polispecialistico, a

company associated with the Italian-Cypriot

Chamber of Commerce, is also a valued

member of the Chamber's Advisory Board.

The President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber

of Commerce, Giuseppe Marino, in addition

to expressing his warmest congratulations for

the recent appointment, underlines the

importance of Dr. Ferlazzo‘s valuable

contribution to the activities of the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce with

particular reference to the consolidation and

further development of cooperation in the

health sector between Italy and Cyprus.

Dr. Marco Ferlazzo, appointed to the Board of Directors of
Fondazione Policlinico Universitario Campus Bio-Medico in Rome.
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It was held on Tuesday 18th the January Smart

Talk that hosted Vincenzo Ercole Salazar

Sarsfied, Global Head of Italian Infrastructure

Industry of Ministry of Foreign Affairs and of

the Italian Association of Constructors

(ANCE), focusing on Business Opportunities in

the Construction Sector for Italian Companies

in Cyprus and in the Mediterranean Area.

After the introductory greetings by the

President of the Italian-Cypriot Chamber of

Commerce Giuseppe Marino, the discussion

was moderated by Costas Kastaros, Vice

President of the Chamber.

The Smart Talk offered to the audience a

general overview of the main areas of

intervention of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

and ANCE regarding the Italian Infrastructure

Industry. Mr. Salazar Sarsfied highlighted the

importance of promotion of this field abroad,

also with reference to the supporting role of

MAECI and the Embassies in assisting

businesses and the strategic nature of the

Italian presence abroad in the infrastructure

sector, also in order to stimulate demand for

other Italian products.

Mr. Salazar’s role in this process is to be an

organic bridge in the internationalisation

process between Italian companies and

institutional bodies such as Embassies, ICE

Agency and bilateral Chambers of

Commerce and on the other hand, in Italy, to

create direct interaction between

companies and financial institutions such as,

among others, SACE and SIMEST. Among

other tasks, another important part of its role

is the organisation of trade missions abroad.

Furthermore, Mr. Salazar explained how

the Ministry of Foreign Affairs supported the

infrastructure system in Italy to recover from

the pandemic. In fact, the Italian

government, based on the propose of the

MFA, sustained Italian companies in every

possible way, and more specifically, creating

the “Pack of Export” to relaunch Italy in the

world. Italian Sector Associations and ANCE,

as the biggest Constructor Association in

Italy, joined actively the initiative. It was

created a specific communication plan, an

integrated promotion, elaborated training

and information tools for digital commerce,

and it was established a dedicated website

(www.export.it) for the companies interested

in internationalization, to allow them

identifying services and download contents,

or ask for specific advises. Italian companies

received a higher advantage than expected:

during last year, thanks also for the NPRR and

planned intervention, the GDP grew +6.3%,

and estimation for 2022 is +4.7%.

ANCE also showed that national construction

sector increased its turnover, enabling Italian

companies to have more power to handle

international projects. ANCE has 20.000+

associated companies, 50 billion euro of

international interventions, 800 sites of

constructions abroad. 70% of ANCE’s

companies’ turnover is international. This

demonstrates how Italian companies are

capable of accepting challenges and work

in every kind of place and soil, thanks to their

competences and know-how. The biggest

market is especially in Europe, North America,

but also in Middle East. Of course Cyprus is a

target market and Italian companies are

really attracted for its favourable conditions,

as well for the significant national resources,

GDP per capita is similar to Spain, Italy or

France, and its geographical position poses

the country as a natural hub, where Italian

companies can settle to open to other

Vincenzo Ercole Salazar Sarsfied, Global Head of Italian 
Infrastructure Industry of MFA and ANCE,   

Guest of January Smart Talk.
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countries’ markets, and not forget, Cyprus is

a full member to EU that give full access to

significant benefit.

Additionally, Mr. Salazar recalled the Easter

Mediterranean Conference (EMC), where he

participated as guest speaker with the

President of the Chamber Giuseppe

Marino and the Director of ITA Beirut Claudio

Pasqualucci, underling how there are

significant opportunities in Cyprus in several

areas, as Maritime Sector, Construction of

Hospitals and University Facilities, Gas

Infrastructure, and also Energy Transition.

Finally, he congratulated with the Italian-

Cypriot Chamber of Commerce for its

contribution and active work in supporting

companies in the construction sector,

offering several tools such as the Tender

15

Bulletin, the analysis of local market, a

correct timing in organizing trade missions.

He then adviced companies to associate

and to use the intermediation of the

Chamber of Commerce in order to maximize

the exploitation of business opportunities and

reduce the risks.

The conclusions where left to Vice

President Federico Franchina who remarked

the relevance of infrastructure sector, not

only the usual infrastructure, but also in

regard to oil and gas, maritime,

hospitalization, which are sector of interest

and growth for the future. Cyprus shows a lot

of opportunities and for this reasons it is an

interesting market for Italian companies that

can offer specific knowledge and

organization.

Extraordinary Weather Conditions in Cyprus
Congesting Air Traffic.

Newsletter – January 2022

A low-pressure system affected Cyprus on

Monday 25th and Tuesday 26th as roads and

schools closed once more in some mountain

villages.

The meteorological office issued a yellow

warning citing heavy rainfall, thunderstorms,

and a flood watch. The island remained

affected until 26th night.

According to the head of the met office

Kleanthis Nicolaides, the Elpis pressure system

is not expected to hit Cyprus as hard as has

been the case in Greece, where Athens has

been brought practically to a standstill.

Four flights from Larnaca to Athens were

cancelled on Tuesday, while two from Athens

to Larnaca were rescheduled while two

flights for Wednesday morning were also

cancelled.

A further 14 flights from Tymbou airport – in

the north – to Istanbul were impacted, either

being rescheduled or delayed as Turkey was

also battered by the weather.

A previous extraordinary snowfall was

registered back in 1968. These circumstances

has been the occasion for the Chamber of

Commerce to discuss to relevant

stakeholders, as it happened in the occasion

of last October Smart Talk, and to talk about

air connectivity and flight network for direct

flights from Italy to Cyprus, so to avoid

inconveniences that may slow down trade

missions and business opportunities for the

two countries.
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February Smart Talk

The Italian-Cypriot Chamber of Commerce is pleased to announce that the guest of the

February Smart Talk will be Irene Georgalla, Head of Economic Diplomacy Department of the

Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Cyprus.

The event will be held online on 28th February 2022 at 14:30 ITA / 15:30 CY and registration are

already opened at the email address: segreteria@camcomitacipro.it

The International Holocaust Remembrance

Day, on the 27th of January of each year, is a

day of remembrance of the Red Army

entering the Auschwitz-Birkenau

concentration camp in 1945, allowing the

release.

During 2022 Remembrance Day, the Italian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International

Cooperation released a video of the virtual

tour of the exhibition “1849-1871. Jews of

Rome between segregation and

emancipation”, created in collaboration with

the Jewish Community of Rome

(https://italiana.esteri.it/italiana/progetti/mos

tra-1849-1871-ebrei-di-roma/), while the

exhibition can be visited until 27th May, 2022.

Remembrance Day 
27 January 2022.

Cyprus formally joined last year the

International Holocaust Remembrance

Alliance as an observer and is implementing

relevant policies at national level. These

include adopting the IHRA definition for

Antisemitism.

Indicative of Cypriot determination to

continue this path of policy implementation,

on 27th January 2022, the Council of Ministers

decided to formally adopt the IHRA working

definition of Holocaust denial and distortion.

By remembering the horrors of the Holocaust,

the international community reaffirms its

collective duty to prevent the recurrence of

such heinous crimes.

http://www.camcomitacipro.it/
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Graphs & Data

Harmonized Index of Consumer Prices (Hicp): December 2021.
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In December 2021 the

Harmonized Index of

Consumer Prices

increased by 4,8% when

compared to the

index of December

2020 while, when

compared to the index

of November 2021, the

HICP decreased by

0,3%. For the period

January - December

2021 the HICP recorded

an increase of 2,3%

compared to the

corresponding period of

the previous year.

Building Permits: October 2021

Increase In Area (3,1%) And Decrease In Value (-8,2%)

The Statistical Service announces

that the number of building

permits authorized by the

municipal authorities and the

district administration offices

during October 2021 stood at 663.

The total value of these permits

reached €186,0 million and the

total area 173,7 thousand sqm.

These building permits provide for

the construction of 801 dwelling

units. During the period January –

October 2021, 6.671 building

permits were issued compared to

5.689 in the corresponding period

of the previous year, recording an

increase of 17,3%. The total value

of these permits decreased by -

8,2% and the total area increased

by 3,1%. The number of dwelling

units recorded an increase of

10,9%. Building permits constitute

a leading indicator of future

activity in the construction sector.

Source: Cyprus Statistical Service, 20 January 2022.
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